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GARY REPORT
Report From England
On January 11, 2020, I received the following email update from Paul:
When I got up this morning, Saturday 11/1/2020, approximately 6:00 a.m., I had
a picture which was progressive. I had a picture of a balloon, just an ordinary
party balloon. To add to this the color was orange. Not sure if this has any
significance or not. The balloon was filled with water, and was suspended in the
middle of a small room. There were several people together in this small room,
all watching what was happening, their eyes fixed on this balloon.
The balloon was in the center of the room and it looked like it was floating just
above head height. Now everyone in that room could see what was happening
with the balloon. It was just hanging or levitating there of itself, suspended in
the air in the position I just saw. No one was particularly affected by it, but all
were gazing upon it.
There was a sense of great anticipation in the room shared by those watching, all
waiting to see what would happen to the balloon. I sensed, or was made aware,
that the people in the room have endured, been patient, and for most been
faithful for a very long time in waiting for the outcome of the balloon.
The room has now become dry and arid with the continued waiting. However,
great expectation was rising amongst these faithful ones who never seemed to
take their eyes from the balloon. The balloon looks like it has been filled so much
that it has lost some of its shape. It is bulging in parts and seems very heavy and
out of shape! All eyes and hope are fixed upon this balloon bursting forth, in so
much as it will finally release times of refreshing, bringing to that small room of
people a long-awaited hope, beginning on those present there.
Then I saw the following:
The balloon had burst and the balloon containing the water had more or less
disappeared. However the water which initially filled the balloon was now
gushing out rapidly in every direction, filling the room! When I saw this the
waters were approaching knee deep. I double-checked the depth, assuming it
should be ankle deep, but was confirmed to be approaching knee deep.
The impact of this was that the room could not contain the rushing torrents of
water, which were so strong it was now flowing outwards under the door, so
much so that the door suddenly flew open, the window was shattered, and the
waters poured outward, beginning from that small room and heading from their
out of the garden into the street and running down the street!
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That’s all….
What I sensed next was: That’s all for now that I want you to report.
Following was my reply:
Paul,
When I first read this I was puzzled by the color of the balloon—orange. My first
thought was Halloween, which is not good. And orange is not a color in the
Bible. And then after saying to myself that I do not understand, right away I saw
something—which can be typical for me.
Orange is not a color found in the Bible, but a rainbow is in the Scriptures. Here
are the colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and
finally violet. That is seven colors. What else is a list of seven things? The seven
churches in Revelation. These are: Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira,
Sardis, Philadelphia, and, Laodicea. Addressed here, the first Remnant is
attested to by the second church, Smyrna, and the second Remnant is attested to
by the sixth church, Philadelphia. So, in this order per the rainbow, orange
relates to the first Remnant and the former rain of the Spirit, and indigo relates to
the second Remnant and the latter rain of the Spirit. But if there is a flip in the
colors, which appears to be the case per the picture you saw, we would be seeing
and experiencing the testimony of the latter rain. Of course this is indicated by
the gushing flow of the water that you thought would be ankle deep (which is
actually the former rain of the Spirit). But you measured it as approaching knee
deep, which is greater than the former rain.
Of course the remainder of your description would attest to this as well: "The
impact of this was that the room couldn’t contain the rushing torrents of water,
which was so strong it was now flowing outwards under the door, so much that
the door suddenly flew open, the window was shattered and the waters poured
outward beginning from that small room heading from their out of the garden
into the street and running down the street.” Of course the “bursting forth” is
Gihon, the water that fed the Pool of Siloam/Shelah, or the third part of the
church which we are in right now.
I certainly hope that what you saw is what we will experience. The latter rain of
the Spirit, the Gihon, is precisely what we must have. And, it is already opening
blinded eyes.
You also noted the Spirit of truth noting: "This is My work and only when the
time is come will you know where and when to go; you have no need to
speculate or try to make this happen, it will happen just as I have spoken and
planned it.” We look to the Father. Let me know if you get further insight or
understanding. "Endurance and faith of the saints” has carried me for many
years, and I trust that what I have sought is at hand.
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And specifically regarding this upcoming trip to England, Paul also noted: “This
meeting has been planned since before the foundation of the world.” I indeed hope this
is the case, and it is desperately needed! This makes my near twenty-six years of
waiting seem small.
And on the 13th Paul wrote:
You will be in England February 4, a timely date when you were last in England,
hopefully one never to forget when Bride truth is released.
Of course this looks back to 2010 when I made that vital first-bird trip to the UK and on
February 5 received the message of the five and two, addressed in the January 10 “Gary
Report” where there is the hope of its fulfillment at this time.
We look to the Father to begin and perform the work that He alone can fulfill.
Blessings to all,
Gary

